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September 19, 2019

Thank you for being a part of the online Quality Control (QC) Day Two. We hope this online process has been a positive experience. Due to your efforts today, our goal to ensure no systemic data issues that impacts public reporting was achieved. We appreciate your partnership to provide quality data.

No Systemic Issues Found
At this point, no systemic issues were found in the data. Although, no systemic issues were found, KDE will continue internal research and also anticipates applying additional testing allegations. Final data will be available during the embargo period before public release. Please use caution when sharing this preliminary data.

As a reminder, individual student changes can be requested in Student Data Review and Rosters (SDRR) during the data review period after public release.

Resources from QC Day Two
Based on multiple questions that arose, we discovered that clarifications on indicator labels and cut scores were needed. A Cut Score Table was created and quickly shared. Resources used on the September 19 QC Day Two presentation, including the updated QC Day Two PowerPoint and Cut Score Table may be helpful when communicating the accountability system.

Thanks again for your efforts today working through the data. Working together we can achieve more accurate information for public reporting.
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